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ABSTRACT
Multimodal interfaces can open up new possibilities for music education, where the traditional model of teaching is based predominantly on verbal feedback. This paper explores the development and use of multimodal interfaces in novel tools to support music practice training. The design of multimodal interfaces for music education presents a challenge in several respects. One is the integration of multimodal technology into the music learning process. The other is the technological development, where we present a solution that aims to support string practice training with visual and auditory feedback. Building on the traditional function of a physical mirror as a teaching aid, we describe the concept and development of an "augmented mirror" using 3D motion capture technology.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
J.5 [Computer Applications]: Arts and Humanities – Performing arts.
K.3.1 [Computers and Education]: Computer Uses in Education – Computer-assisted instruction (CAI)
H5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User Interfaces – Auditory (non-speech) feedback, GUI
I.2.10 [Computer Methodologies]: Artificial Intelligence – Vision and Scene Understanding – 3D analysis, motion
I.5.5 [Computer Methodologies]: Pattern Recognition – Implementation – Interactive systems

General Terms
Human Factors, Design
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1. INTRODUCTION
The traditional form of teaching a musical instrument is one-to-one tuition, where the student performs, and the teacher gives verbal feedback. The i-Maestro EC IST project (see [1, 2], http://www.i-maestro.org), aims to use new developments in information technology, specifically multimodal interfaces, to enhance the learning and teaching of musical instruments. Multimodal interface technology can potentially broaden the repertoire of music pedagogy. However, it is not clear how this can be achieved. Particularly for instruments that are used mostly in traditional or classical western music, there is neither suitable hard- and soft-ware nor corresponding pedagogical concepts for their use available.

In i-Maestro we are focusing specifically on bowed string instruments such as the violin and cello. In essence, the mastering of these instruments involves complex relationships between the physical movement of the human body (including muscular control, posture, gesture, etc), the instrument and the music (interpretation, phrasing, etc).

i-Maestro aims to support the learning and teaching process by inserting multimodal interfaces into the musical interaction (see Figure 1). We address multi-modality as an aspect that supports movement, expressivity, and communication.

Figure 1. Inserting multimodal interfaces into the musical interaction.
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The problem from the pedagogical side is that few concepts for the use of technology in string practice training (particularly the use of multimodal interfaces) have been developed so far. We have taken a systemic pedagogical approach, where we try to enhance feedback loops in performance and student-teacher interaction with multimodal interfaces.

The main feedback loop in traditional music tuition consists of the student playing and the teacher responding with verbal comments. This has been confirmed in interviews we have conducted with students and teachers and is supported by the study in [3].

One of the few tools used to give feedback in traditional music teaching is the mirror, which can be used to provide additional visual feedback to students. This is used especially for features of the performance that do not necessarily lead to directly noticeable change in the produced sound, but bring other advantages such as reduced effort or improved control. We have therefore taken the mirror as a starting point for both our technical development and the pedagogical application of the technology.

1.1 New Interaction and Feedback Loops

3D motion tracking (also other methods of gesture capture such as sensors [4]), and the sonification [5] and/or visualisation of capture/analysis data can enhance the practising of movement control by displaying movement parameters that are not directly or objectively accessible to the student. For example, the perception of bow movement relative to the bridge may interfere with the student’s viewing perspective. 3D motion tracking can provide him/her with an objective recording of movement. It adds to the visual feedback, which can be used in adapting the motor program to achieve a particular goal (in this example, perpendicular bowing).

We believe these new feedback loops may enable the teacher to influence the internal control functions of the player. The student may adapt to the new conditions, and this adaptation could be used to raise awareness, or to fine-tune the player’s movement or auditory control. This can be seen as analogous to sports, where training of movements is often conducted under artificial conditions emphasising one specific difficulty (e.g. using additional weights, unbalanced numbers of players etc.).

Apart from the adaptation of the control systems, both visual and auditory feedback can be used to address the student on a conscious level. Discussing the movements involved in a 3D representation may help to raise awareness and lead to a better understanding of the involved mechanics.

Like a mirror in traditional learning and teaching we can introduce feedback loops, but, unlike a mirror, these feedback loops can be changed in their behaviour in a variety of ways. They can be used synchronously or asynchronously to the performance. This allows the teacher (or the student) to adapt the interaction to specific learning objectives and teacher and student to discuss the original interaction and its adaptation post-performance.

1.2 Processing and Output Generation

The processing of input data has a significant impact on the overall result. For educational use, there is an obvious interest in extracting the relevant information for a particular purpose. However, it is not necessarily straightforward what is relevant or how to extract it.

In the case of musicians’ movements/gestures it is very difficult (and perhaps un-desirable) to define what an ideal gesture is. Musicians are physically different and variety is part of what makes music performance so compelling. In most cases, music teachers define ideal movements/gestures in playing an instrument with a combination of loosely geometric terms (e.g. parallel to bridge, circular motion, etc.) and in abstract terms, such as smooth, relaxed, etc. Any features of the performance that are extracted need to be relevant to the performer in question. One approach that may help in these situations is based on clustering techniques which look at a set of feature vectors to represent more abstract terms. In this way it may be possible to measure similarities and differences between different performers. Despite these issues there are common characteristics that may be similar for all, for example maintaining a parallel relationship between the bow and the bridge.

Visualisation and sonification offer different advantages. Visualisation allows a teacher to directly illustrate a specific issue of the performance after it has taken place. Sonification may be particularly useful for representing analysis parameters in real-time. As the time resolution in auditory perception is faster than in visual perception, sonification is appropriate for training movement control, as opposed to conscious understanding through visualisation. Here the question would be “what mapping of spatial measurements to sonic parameters would best support motor learning?”

Sound cues are present in dance and rhythmic cues are also used in sports (most modern fitness training programmes are designed with rhythmical background music). Motion in reaction to music is another ongoing research area (see [6]). Related research on sonification and motion has been done in sports, e.g. [7, 8]. Also it has been shown that a sense of motion can be induced by sound [9], which further corroborates the perceptual link between sound and motion.

From a general perspective, the output of visualisation and/or sonification system can serve different functions. For example it may be a continuous audio/visual stream that monitors a particular feature of the performance, or a discreet notification that only occurs when some value has fallen under a threshold, indicating that something unwanted has happened or a goal has been reached. The use of multi-modal feedback in music practice training is an under-explored area and there are many questions that need to be answered surrounding its implementation.

2. THE 3D AUGMENTED MIRROR

i-Maestro is developing an application called the 3D Augmented Mirror (AMIR) that is designed to support string practice training by providing multimodal feedback to student and teacher. We believe this can help a student develop an increased awareness and understanding of his/her playing and help a teacher to identify, illustrate and explain certain issues involved with performance. As well as visualising and recording the
performance in 3D, the system also records and plays back synchronised video and audio. Different data analyses can be performed on the 3D motion data in real time or offline situations.

2.1 Background

3D motion capture has been used in [10] to assist in piano pedagogy by visualising the posture of a professional performer and comparing it to that of the student. It has been featured in a double bass instruction DVD [11] to help illustrate elements of bowing technique. It is also being used in the field of biomedical science to study health problems experienced by string players such as overuse syndrome [12].

The use of auditory feedback to teach musical instrument skills has been discussed in [13]. For related research on the sonification of motion data, see [8] and [14]. For the mapping of motion data to music see [15].

2.2 System Design

We use a VICON 8i optical 3D motion capture system (www.vicon.com), which features twelve high-speed, infra-red cameras that track the location of markers in 3D space with a theoretical accuracy of +/- 0.02mm. The markers are small (1cm diameter) plastic balls that are covered with reflective tape. The twelve cameras allow flexibility in terms of subject positioning, although the system will work with fewer cameras.

The AMIR application is being developed using the Max MSP / Jitter multimedia programming environment by Cycling ‘74 (www.cycling74.com). The motion data analysis and visualisation tasks are performed by a collection of C objects/externals and a shared library that we call the i-Maestro Motion Analysis and Visualisation Framework (MAV) (see section 2.2.1).

AMIR interfaces with the VICON system over Ethernet using TCP/IP. We developed an application (called VICONbridge), which streams the 3D co-ordinates of each marker to Max MSP in real-time. Data is received and processed at 200fps and this data rate is preserved wherever possible throughout our software. Since we use only the basic marker data, in the future it should be possible to adapt the system to work with different (more affordable and portable) motion capture devices.

A fast firewire camera and a non-obtrusive contact pick up (e.g. a piezo transducer) are used to record the video and audio. Also for audio playback and Sonification purposes an amplifier and loudspeakers are required. A low latency, full duplex soundcard is necessary.

2.2.1 The MAV Framework

The MAV objects can communicate and share data, which allows their functionality to be combined for different applications. For example, one analysis object extracts marker movement features such as speed, acceleration, and distance travelled. Another calculates bowing segmentation points (up/down strokes). These can be combined to visualise the distance travelled by the bow over each bow stroke (see Figure 6). The objects work in both real time and offline modes, so that if a particular configuration has been set up, it can be used to provide a summary of the number of times a criterion was met in the capture (or in a certain section of the capture).

2.3 Capturing String Performance

We attach markers to the bow, the instrument, and to the upper body in order to study various elements of the performer’s gesture and posture. Currently we are focussing on gestures related to bowing technique (e.g. right arm, hand and bow movements) and for posture we look at the angles and relationships of the bowing arm, shoulder and neck.

We use the Lua scripting language (www.lua.org) to dynamically script the MAV objects inside Max MSP depending on the analysis task in hand. Lua also gives us low-level access to the Open GL API for visualisation purposes.

Figure 2. Overview of the 3D Augmented Mirror System.

Figure 3. A photo of a motion capture session with the markers highlighted.
Since during a string instrument performance the bow and the body move considerably, markers must be placed strategically in order to:

1. minimise the risk of their displacement
2. minimise interference with the performance
3. maximise the chances of the marker being tracked by the cameras
4. minimise damage to the instrument
5. provide the necessary information for the required data analyses.

On string instruments (especially the violin and viola) there are a limited number of areas where markers can be placed without the cameras being obstructed by the performer’s movements. Important marker placements (e.g. bridge and string positions) can easily interfere with normal playing (markers are hit by the bow). Also in performance it is desirable to use as few markers as possible to reduce the processing load on the system. In order to solve these problems, before the performance takes place we create a static model of the object to be tracked, using a large number of markers (see Figure 4). During the performance we use a simplified arrangement of markers, which we refer to as the performance model (see Figure 5). Our system reconstructs the missing marker positions in real time by calculating the offset from the remaining markers to the markers that were removed from the static model.

2.4 Analyses and Visualisation

Through our own experience, our discussions with teachers, and by studying existing string pedagogy literature we have identified areas of interest for studying string performance using motion capture. Below we list some of the main ways in which AMIR provides feedback about the performance.

2.4.1 Viewing the Performance in 3D

At the most basic level we want to allow users to be able to study the performance in 3D very intuitively. This means allowing a large amount of manipulation of the 3D environment including magnification, rotation, changing the camera location and viewpoint. The instrument is visualised in the environment using a 3D model (see Figure 6).

2.4.2 Bow Stroke Identification and Segmentation

In string performance, playing with an appropriate bowing pattern is important both in the interpretation of phrasing and in order to allow complex passages to be played. We analyze the direction of the bowing stroke and report the moment at which it changes, which can indicate the regularity of bowing motion. This information can be used with other analyses to provide information about each stroke. It allows the teacher or student to only look at data for certain strokes e.g. “all up bows”.

In our algorithm for bow stroke identification we also check to see if the bow is on the strings or not. This allows us to enable/disable visualisation and sonification automatically.

2.4.3 Movement Features

We look at the velocity, acceleration and distance traveled by markers. These features provide information on the smoothness and regularity of bowing gestures. We are also looking at performing clustering analyses techniques on these features to study the similarity of different bowing gestures.
2.4.4 Bow Section
The part of the bow that is used is important in the effective playing of different bowing techniques. Bowing technique literature often features exercises where the student must use a particular part of the bow, and several teachers have agreed on this approach which helps the student to learn to be economical and accurate in their bow movements. This data is visualised with a 2D representation with a horizontal line to represent the bow and a moving triangle to indicate the part of the bow that touches the string (see Figure 9).

2.4.5 Bowing and Joint Angles
A common problem experienced by students learning to play string instruments is “parallel bowing”. This is the student’s ability to play with the bow parallel to the bridge. AMIR analyses the angle of the bow and visualises it directly in the 3D environment (see Figure 6). The analysis can also be shown using a graph. This technique can also be applied to joint angles for studying elements of posture.

2.4.6 Bowing Trajectories
Pedagogic literature on string/bowing technique often includes 2D illustrations of bowing movements [e.g. 16, 17]. Several string teachers we have spoken to tell us that they instruct students to try to bow with a certain shape (for example a “figure of eight”). However it is sometimes difficult for the student to grasp these ideas. AMIR can render the 3D motion trajectories traced by markers and illustrate precisely what the “figure of eight” means (see Figure 7). Trails may be drawn for one or several markers at variable lengths. It is also possible to freeze the trails, zoom in and study them for detailed analysis.

Figure 7. Screenshot from the AMIR visualisation window showing motion trajectories.

2.5 Sonification
Max MSP provides a powerful environment for the development of sonification algorithms and mapping strategies, with numerous objects available for data analysis, processing and sound synthesis. We are experimenting with several approaches to sonifying analysis data, which we describe below.

The input to the Sonification module is a continuous data stream from the MAV analysis modules. This includes values for active analysis parameters. For instance in the case of parallel bowing, the Sonification module receives the angle of the bow, the “bow section” (a float between 0. and 1. where 1 implies tip of the bow) and the bow-stroke (where 0 = bow off strings 1 = up bow, 2 = down bow).

2.5.1 Parallel Bowing Sonification
We sonify the angle of the bow in relation to the bridge to provide real-time feedback to the student. This allows them to monitor their bowing without having to look at a mirror or directly at the bow.

The sonification module provides the option to only notify the performer when the angle is greater than a user defined threshold. This allows small deviations to be excluded from the sonification, and means that the sonification can interject only when necessary, in order to reduce disturbance of the performance. This method is known as Bandwidth Knowledge of Results, and has been shown to be particularly effective for motor learning [18].

Sonification may be continuous or discreet. Discreet sonification allows two separate settings to monitor (user defined) “correct” and “incorrect” angles of the bow. In discreet mode, when the bow goes over the threshold a sound is emitted. This is a kind of “auditory icon” [5], which notifies that there was a mistake. We have used a simple bell sound to signify this and also use processing of the input audio, which we believe may offer a more relevant and usable feedback in the context of an instrumental lesson. For example, we use a pitch-shifting effect to harmonise the audio input (instrument sound) when the bow goes over the threshold. The user can choose different musical intervals for the harmonisation (dissonant and consonant).

Another approach we have used is to switch on and off an audio treatment such as a “ring modulator”, depending on the angle of the bow. This has the effect of distorting the input sound if the bowing angle is “incorrect”. Again this can be applied as two discreet on/off settings or continuously by gradually cross-fading the unprocessed and processed sound.

In continuous mode, the angle of the bow can be mapped to the pitch of an oscillator or to the pitch of the pitch-shifted version of the instrument sound. The degree of deviation is used as a pitch multiplier. In the case of the oscillator, when the bow is parallel, the pitch is maintained at around a default pitch (e.g. 440Hz), when the bow is pointing upwards the pitch will be increased and when it’s pointing downwards the pitch will be decreased. Here the objective would be to try to maintain as close as possible to the 440Hz tone, and hence keep a parallel bow.

We created a user interface object that shows a simple visualisation of the angle of the bow in relation to the bridge in 2D (see Figure 8). This facilitates the setting of the threshold. By clicking and dragging on the object the user can change the threshold level. When the bow exceeds this threshold, the interface changes colour from blue to red.
We are exploring the idea of changing the dynamic of the sonification depending on how often the student makes errors. This provides an “accumulative sonification” that is more noticeable when the student is making a lot of mistakes.

2.5.2 Bowing Rhythm Sonification
Another approach we are using is to sonify the rhythm of the bowing movements. Every time a bowing segmentation point is detected, a short percussive sound is played. This is useful for appropriate for very fast passages, which may be difficult to play with a steady rhythm. By slowing down a recording of the performance the accuracy of the timing is revealed.

3. FIRST USER TESTS
The 3D Augmented Mirror system has been presented to a number of string teachers and students and preliminary tests have shown very positive results. The test subjects (which have included professional performers) were enthusiastic to study their performance using the system. Some have even discovered interesting characteristics of their playing that they were not aware of before using the system.

There have been many mixed opinions about the sonification of gesture data. Some teachers think that it distracts too much from the sound of the instrument, whilst others think that it can be a useful tool for certain situations. There were also different opinions on the types of sonification used, with some preferring the simple bell sound indication and others preferring the approaches based on processing the sound of the instrument.

It is clear from our discussions with teachers and students that the system needs to be as easy to use as possible if it is to be effective. It must also be robust and reliable. There is a huge variety of methods used by teachers and so it is important that the system can be customised to a particular situation or user's preference. Taking the above into account, we have designed the interface of the AMIR software (see Figure 9) to be simple and easy to use. It comes with a number of preset configurations for different analysis and different instruments but settings may be adjusted if the user wishes.
4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have discussed multimodal interfaces for music learning and teaching, which is as yet an under-explored field. The development of the Augmented Mirror application described in this paper is the first step in the direction of effective support for music students and teachers through the use of 3D motion capture, motion analysis, visualisation and sonification. We presented the technical aspects of the system and discussed the pedagogical application.

The next major stage in our work is to do further user testing, particularly testing the system in real pedagogical situations to see how teachers and students interact with the technology.

Work in hand includes the integration of AMIR with other components of the i-Maestro framework such as MPEG SMR [19] and score/gesture following [4]. Primarily we are interested in ways of annotating gesture analysis data onto the score and indexing motion capture recordings to musical phrases to enhance link between musical theory and practice.
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